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Senior Blockchain Developer

Are you a talented and driven blockchain developer or rust developer looking for an

exciting challenge in the tech industry? We are seeking individuals with a deep understanding

of blockchain technology and experience with low-level languages such as C, C++, and Rust to

join our team in developing a cutting-edge blockchain chain from scratch.

Characteristics of a successful candidate:

Experience with a low-level language (C, C++, Rust)

At least 2 years of development experience with a minimum of 1 year of blockchain

experience or 5 years of experience with no previous blockchain experience

Great written and spoken English - it's our working language

Experience working with a remote team (preferred but not essential)

Understanding of security issues and best practices

You can read, understand and implement an RFC or a specification

Willingness to work hours that overlap with 10am - 1pm CET

As a successful candidate, you will work closely with our team to:

Develop software in Rust for our core node

Write tests and develop the test framework in both Rust and Python

Help design and plan the architecture of the core node
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Fix bugs and security issues when required

Shape the future of the core node

Work with other internal teams to integrate the core node into their products

Mentor less experienced developers

Our team members benefit from:

Remote first company - work from wherever you feel like

Salary can be paid in Bitcoin or stablecoins if you'd like

Flexible working hours

Periodic team hangouts around the world (COVID permitting)

Joining our team means working with a group of passionate individuals who are dedicated

to staying at the forefront of the ever-changing tech landscape. At Austin Werner, we pride

ourselves on our deep understanding of the tech industry and our ability to provide innovative

solutions to ambitious, forward-thinking businesses. We are committed to empowering

businesses to build their dream teams and to helping them develop effective hiring strategies

to thrive in today's fast-paced and rapidly evolving business environment. If you're ready to

embark on an exciting journey and contribute your expertise to a growing team of professionals,

apply now. We look forward to hearing from you and building a brighter, more innovative

future together.
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